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The Run la measurement of direct photons
from CDF’[1]wasdiflkultto explainwithNLO
QCD calculations[2,3].Onehypothesiswasthat
additionalKt waaneeded,whichwouldcausean
increasingdeviationfrom NLO QCD as Pt waa
decreased. Thereforethe best meamrement at

the lowestPt powiblewasneeded.The datak
low 16GeV in the Run la meaaurement8u&ered
fiornlowstatistks, ~ahowminflg.1.Achangein
the Run lb triggerthresoldhasimprovedstatis-
ticsinthis regionbyx20. Thismeasurement ia
akoshown in fig.l. !l!hetwomeasurementsare
consktent,withtheimprovedbinsbelow16GeV
showingthelargestdeviationikomthe QCD cal-
culation.
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text).
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Figurel: QPMandthe O(cr~) QCDprocesses.

The DIS is characterised by the 4-momentum transfer Q2 = –q2 and the Bjorken scaling

variable x = Q2/(2P. q), where Pisthe4-momentum of the proton. Forthe QPM’in the
Breit frame [4], by convention, the incident quark carries Q/2 momentum in the positive Z-
direction and the outgoing struck quark carries the same momentum in the negative Z-direction.
The phase space of the event can be divided into two regions. Particles with negative fizreit
components of momenta form the current region. In the QPM all these particles are produced
from hadronisation of the struck quark. Particles with positive p~”it are assigned to the target
region, which is associated with the proton remnant.

The LO QCD processes, QCDC and BGF, give rise to two final-state partons leading to
two jets, in addition to the proton remnant in the target region. The LO effects lead to anti-
correlations between the current- and target-region multiplicities [5].

To conform the theoretical expectations discussed in this paper, we use LEPTO 6.5 [6].
This model incorporates the (ll(a~) LO matrix elements matched to parton showers (MEPS).
The parton showers and hadronisation are described by the JETSET 7.4 [7]. It is important to
emphasize a few points: We use default p~ameters in the LEPTO, while our results depend on
the values of cut-offs on the L() matrix ~ements. A dependence of the results on the cut-offs
values should be studied. This requires a re-tuning of the LEPTO with a new set of the cut-offs.
This has not been done yet. Secondly, a MC dependence of the results should be investigated.
The most popular models, such as ARIADNE [8] and HERWIG [9], do not contain exact matrix
elements. Thus they cannot distinguish between QPM, QCDC and BGF on an event-by-event
basis, which is important for our studies. In addition, a theoretical conclusion which might be
drawn from these models is far from clear due to an ambiguity in the modeling of the parton
cascade.

2 BGF reduction

The two-parton production at the LO approximation can be studied in terms of five independent
variables [10]. Particularly important are two of them: XP= Q2/(2P. ~) and the scaling variable

~p = (p’ oP)/(P’” q), where p is the momentum of the incoming parton and p’ is that of the
final-state parton, At the O(as), the singularities in the two-parton cross section are given
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Figure 2: Various configurations of final-state partons at the LO in the Breit frame. “1” denotes
the spectator partons while ‘2?” and ~(3’9denote the jinai-state partons from hard interactions.

by [10]:

~OBGF ~ [z; +(1 - z,)’] [~; + (1 - z,)’] 1 + X;z;
2+1 da~!Dc m (1)

2P(1 – Z*) 7 (1 - Z,)(1 - 2,)”

In the BGF process, the poles are related to the emissions of two quarks collinear to the initial
gluon or when the partons are soft (ZP + 1, O). The QCDC diverges if the radiated gluon is
collinear to initial- or final-state quark or if it is soft (zP, Xp + 1). The singularity XP = 1j
corresponding to the gluon radiated collinear to the final-state quark, favours the production
of two partons in the current regions. This effect is not present in the BGF as illustrated in
Fig. 2. Indeed, according to [11], let us introduce two new variables, Z1= (1 – XP– zP)/xP and
z’ = (Zp — xP)/zP, which are proportional to the longitudinal momenta of the two final-state
partons in the Breit frame. For the QCDC singularities, these partons move to the current
region if Z1 < 0 and 22 < 0. For the singularities ZP + 0, 1 in the BGF crosssectionthis
situation is impossible for any value of XP. Thus, in this limit, the BGF cannot produce two
partons in the current region.

To conform this expectation, we simulated the production of two final-state partons in
the Breit frame using the LO matrix elements implemented in LEPTO. The parton shower
and hadronisation were turned off. We used the GRV proton structure function [12] from
the PDFLIB [13]. To generate DIS events, the energy of the positron and that of the proton
are chosen to be 27.5 GeV and 820 GeV, respectively. The production rate for each parton
configurateion in the current region is shown in Fig. 3, where the notation “jet” refers to one
of the LO hard partons. The BGF has many events without partons in the current region
(“O jet”). This configuration and that with a single parton in the current region (“1 jet”) are
characteristic for both BGF and QCDC. At a sufficiently high Q’, QCDC gives rise to a fraction
of events with two partons (quark and gluon) in the current region (”2 jet”).

According to this observation, the BGF contribution to DIS can be reduced following the
strategy:

To identify phase-space regions with minimum QCD radiations. DIS events at not very
high Q’ and a sufficiently large z are the most obvious choice.

To require to detect more than one jet in the current region. This selection is likely to
be possible at a sufficiently large Q2. At low Q’, the jet structure is less prominent. .In
this case, however, many BGF events have both jets in the target region (see Fig. 3).
Therefore, for small Q2, one could simply require to detect at least one or two final-state
hadrons in the current region.
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Figure3: Theproduction rates ofvarious kinematic topologies of the LOpartons inthecument
region of the Breit frame as a function of Q2. The rates generated with LEPTO ME. The lines
are to guide the eyers. The notation ~40jet’9 corresponds to empty current region, while ’61jetw
and ~t2jet’~ denote the production of one or two final-state hard partons in the current region,
respectively.

● To restrict the transverse momentum imbalance in the current region, Pimb = xi p~,i,
where ~,i is the transverse momentum of the ith particle in the current region of the Breit
frame and the sum runs over all current-region particles. The QPM leads to a single jet,
collinear to the Z-direction, while the QCDC can produce two jets in the current region
with well balanced transverse moment a. Therefore, Pimb= Ofor these cases. In reality,
of course, the imbalance is not zero due to high-order QCD effects, hadronisation or
resonance decays. Fig. 4 shows the current-region transverse imbalance for charged final-
state hadrons in QPM, QCDC and BGF processes simulated with LEPTO MEPS. The
BGF events have the broadest distribution of ~~b. Thus, imposing a restriction on the
~l~b can help to reduce the BGF events in the selected subsample.

Fig. 5 illustrates the method. Using LEPTO MEPS, we simulated DES events before and
after the cuts. We require to have at least two final-state charged hadrons in the current region
and Pimb< 0.7, in order to keep the transverse current-region imbalance as small as possible
but without a large reduction of the number of events passed this cut. For the default LEPTO
parameters, the production rate of BGF varies from 770 to 16Y0,depending on z. The selection
results to a subsample with only 2 – 4% of the BGF events. The efficiency of such selection is
about 2070.

A suppression effect exists also for the QCDC, but it is not as strong as for the BGF. For
the kinematic regions shown in Fig. 5, the QCDC production rate varies from 4% to 5%. After
the cuts, about half of these events survive (not shown).

Note that this method is quite different to that in which one requires to observe a single
jet, in addition to the remnant jet, using cluster algorithms. Our method is intended to reduce
the BGF, rather than QCDC. In contrast, the requirement to observe a single jet in an event
rejects both BGF and QCDC. In addition, our method is well suited to study DIS events at
rather low Q2, independent of a jet transverse energy ET used in jet reconstruction.
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Figure 4: Transverse imbalance of the current-region charged particles in LEPTO MEPS for
the LO processes. The histograms are normalised to unity. The sharp peak at &b = O seen
for BGF and QCDC corresponds to events without charged particles in the current region.
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Figure 5: The production rate of the LO QCD processes in LEPTO before and afler the selection
procedure. The lines are to guide the eyers.

3 Mean Charge of Leading Hadrons

Below we estimate the average electric charge of a leading current-region particle, i.e. a hadron
‘“it We expect that it is this hadron that retains main propertieswith a minimum value of pz .
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of the struck quark. To demonstrate a sensitivity of the
fragmentation and sea quark production, we shall obtain
a MC simulation after the BGF reduction.

leading-particle charge to details in
this quantity analytically and using

3.1 Fragmentation in the QPM

First let us find themean charge of thestruck quark in the QPM assuming that the proton
consists of three valence quarks, p = (uud). We define the electric charge qi of quarks u and d
as qu = 2/3 and qd = –1/3, respectively. The virtual boson couples to the valence quark with

2. Using this fact and that there are two valence quarks u anda probability proportional to qi
only one quark d, the probabilities Pq for the virtual boson to interact with the valence quark
q = u, d are P. = 8/9 and pd = 1/9, respectively. The mean charge of the current region is

(!Z)= ~ Rqi = 5/9 s 0.55. (2)
u,d

After the hard interaction, the struck quark u couples to an antiquark @ = ~, ii, E (the
contribution from heavy quarks is neglected). Taking into account the suppression factor 0.3
for strange quarks, similar to [7], the probabilities W“(@) for the valence quark u to join the
antiquark ~i are

WU(ii) = 10/23, W@) = 10/23, W“(5) = 3/23. (3)

The probabilities Wd(t?ji) that this happens with the valence quark d are equal to W“(tji).
Assuming that the fragmentation does not depend on the probability Pq for the hard interaction,
the probability to find a finaI-state hadron hi after the fragmentation is

P(hi) = Pq Wq(~;), q = u or d, q; = a, =,3, (4)

where the flavour of antiquark @ is taken in such a way in order to provide a correct flavour
content of a meson hi = (To, m+,T-, KO, K+). The average charge (q~) of the leading current-
region hadrons is

(q’) = [1 - P(m”) - P(K”)] ~q:P(hJ N 0.25, (5)
i

where the first factor represents the probability of observing a charged leading particle and q?
is the electric charge of the ith charged leading meson.

It should be noted that result (5) stays without changes even if one considers high-mass
meson states: One could split P(hi) into probabilities for different multiples, but this splitting
does not tiect the electric charge of a specific flavour combination and (q~) N 0.25 still be
valid. We have also verified that if one uses the suppression factor 0.1 for diquark production
similar to [7], the contribution of the lowest-mass leading baryons (p and n) increases (q~) by
4% only.

3.2 Contribution of sea quarks and LO QCD effects

The interactions with sea quarks change (5). If one considers the QPM type of the hard
interact ions with sea quarks only, the average charge seen in the current region is zero, since
quarks and antiquarks can be knocked out of the proton with equal probabilities. Let us define
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R,,. astheprobability of theinteraction with seaquarks. Such interactions decrease theaverage
charge by a factor ( 1 — fl~~a),which is just the probabilityy that the struck parton happens to
be one of the vaience quarks.

The first-order QCD processes further decrease (5). For the BGF events with two hard
partons moving the target region and for events with a single quark in the current region,
one obtains (q~) = O (quark and antiquark can be emitted to the current region with equal
probabilities). Therefore, this further decremes (q~)bya factor (l- RBGF), where R~GF is the
probability for the BGF event to occur.

It ismorecomplicated toinclude the QC!DC process. Let usdefine theproduction rate of
the QCDC events as RQCDC. Ifonlya single quark moves to the current region, this givesa
similar contribution to the leading particle charge as in the QPM. However, one can notice that
there is a fraction of QCDC events which does not contribute to the average charge. These
events can be classified as: 1) Events with a single hard gluon moving to the current region; 2)
Events without partons in the current region; 3) Events with both quark ad gluon moving to
the current region, in which the transverse motion of the string connecting both current-region
partons cannot produce a preferable longitudinal momentum of hadrons steaming from the
hadronisation of the hard parton. We define a fraction of the events for these three types as
&cDc (&cDc < RQcDc).

Taking into account all of the contributions discussed above, one obtains

(d) = 0.25(1- Rea)(l – ~BGF)(l- ‘iQcDc)- (6)

At a fixed Q2, the values of &ea and RBGF decrease with increase of z. Thus (q~) rises as z
increases.

From the point of view of non-perturbative physics, it is interesting to investigate the factor
0.25 (1 – &a) in (6) which comes from our consideration along the line of independent or
the LUND fragmentation. Therefore, the cluster hadronisation may give different results. The
contribution &.a is interesting since it contains information on the proton structure function.

Note that high-order QCD, hadronisation and resonance decays should further decrease the

(~~) since they produce an additional smearing effect which can properly be taken into account
using a MC simulation.

3.3 MC Study

Fig. 6 shows the average charge of leading particles in LEPTO as a function of (Q2) and (z).
A leading particle with a minimum value of p~ was identified among all charged and neutral
final-state hadrons in the current region of the Breit frame. To investigate the contribution from
sea quarks, we generated a DIS sample after the rejection of struck antiquarks ii and d from sea
as well as all heavy flavour sea quarks and antiquarks. This can easily be performed using the
LST(25) parameter in LEPTO, without redefinition of the structure function. Note that this
method does not completely remove the contribution of sea quarks u and d to valence quarks
in the proton, since LEPTO does not distinguish between light valence and sea quarks [14].
Fig. 6 also shows the average charge after the use of the cuts to reject the BGF contribution.

According to the simulation, the expected limit 0.25 is still not reached for the given energy
scale. The contribution of sea quarks is very large and depends on z: At low x, sea quarks
dominate and this reduces (q~). The cuts described in Sect. 2 increase the value of the average
leading-particle charge, as one expects from a decrease of RBGFin (6).
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4 Charm

Thestudy of the charm production in DIS isofimportance forthe understanding of the sea
parton densities in the nucleon. The three diagrams shown in Fig. 1 can contribute to the
charm cross section. There is an evidence that the main fraction of charm quarks is created
in the BGF [15], rather than through the QPM type of scattering. This, however, cannot be
considered as a solid conclusion yet due to small statistics available at that time and since the
LEPTO used to measure (2 ] flD I)/W in [15] had no QCDC process, which is an additional
non-13GF contribution to the QPM picture at meihum Q2.

In addition to the perturbative QCD charm mechanisms, it was suggested long time ago the
hypothesis of intrinsic charm [16]. Possibilities of probing the intrinsic charm at HERA have
been dkcussed in [17]. According to thk model, the proton wave function has an additional
contribution from Iuudct). In this model the,intrinsic charm is created due to scattering either
on the intrinsic charm quark or a light valence quark, so that intrinsic c~ pair moves along the
proton remnants. For these cases, the only DIS processes contributing to the production of
intrinsic charm are the QPM and QCDC.

One of the important issues in the intrinsic charm studies is to find a method to isolate the
QPM and QCDC processes from the BGF. Having obtained a subsample with a small fraction
of the BGF type of DIS events, one can perform a more detailed study of charm. Some ideas on
how to suppress the BGF background in the intrinsic charm study has already been discussed
in [17].
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Figure 7: Eficiency of the event selection afler the BGF reduction for AROMA (charm comes
from only BGF) and LEPTO (charm is created in the QPM/QCDC processes).

To illustrate the possibility to reduce the events with charm coming from the BGF using our
method, we generated the charmed DXSevents with AROMA 2.1 [18] and LEPTO 6.5 MEPS
models. We used the CTEQ4M [13] structure function for both simulations. The AROMA
models the charm production through the BGF, which is implemented at the LO including
heavy quark mass. In the LEPTO, the BGF processes were turned off, so that all charm
quarks originate from sea in the proton (charm from fragmentation can be safely neglected).
The intrinsic charm was not included explicitly in this simulation: The kinematic signatures
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of the intrinsic charm are expected to be similar to those of the sea quark production in
QPM/QCDC [17].

Applying the selection described in Sect. 2, only about 2– 3% of the BGF events with charm
passed the cuts. On the other hand, more than 20% of the events with sea charm survive the
cuts, i.e. the suppression of BGF events with charm is by a factor 8-10 larger than for the
QPM/QCDC type of charm production.

The reconstructed 4momenta of charm candidates, transformed into the Breit frame, can
also be used to distinguish between QPM/QCDC and BGF type of the LO events. This can
be done by measuring the transverse current-region momentum of a charm hadron. Such
a transverse momentum is expected to be softer for QPM/QCDC than for BGF. Another
possible approach is to calculate the ratio R = (~t~,~~t.)/(X~~~~t), where (~t~~~t) ((~c.~,~~t))
is the average multiplicityy of charm hadrons in the target (current) region. For QPM, R = O,
while for the BGF, R > 1. The QCDC gives also 1? # O, but this value is not as large as for the
BGF (see Fig 3). After applying cuts on the ratio R or the transverse current-region momenta
of charm candidates, one could obtain a sample of non-BGF charm events to be studied further.

After the BGF suppression, the resulting DIS events might contain a fraction of events
with intrinsic charm, large enough to obtain an experimentally detectable excess in the charm
production over the conventional QCD processes. This excess can be seen at not very high
Q2 and a sufficiently large z, i.e. in the phase-space regions where the BGF has an additional
suppression.

4.1 Conclusion

In this paper we show that, in the LO formalism with multiple parton emission described by
a parton shower, one can obtain a subsample of DIS events where the probability to observe
QPM/QCDC type of events with (anti) quark recoiled against the proton is clearly enhanced,
in contrast to DIS events without any preelection. This can be done without jet clustering
algorithms that reject both QCDC and BGF type of events and suffer from ambiguity in jet
definitions and misclustering at low Q2 (jet 13~). The investigation of this subsample can provide
a deeper insight into the proton structure by studying the flavour of the struck quark, indirectly,
through the measurement of the leading particle charge or, more directly, by reconstructing the
heavy flavour quarks. More explicitly, the first measurement is very sensitive to the sea quark
contribution to the proton structure function and details in the fragmentation mechanism.
The second study may allow to observe an excess in charm production over the conventional
perturbative QCD mechanisms and thus to set an upper limit on the intrinsic charm inside the
proton in DIS at HERA.

Note that the efficiency of the BGF rejection can be different for different cut-offs on the
matrix elements. To study this, it is necessary to re-tune the LEPTO model with a new values
of cut-offs in order to obtain a good description of DIS data. This has not been done yet.
Moreover, rather significant reduction of the BGF processes which seen in LEPTO might be a
feature of any Monte Carlo model based on matching of the first-order QCD matrix elements
with softer emissions in parton showers, PresentIy, it is difficult to verify this point since less
formal models based solely on parton showers, ARIADNE and HERWIG, do not distinguish
between different types of the LO processes.
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